Understanding fundamental fluidic dynamic and acoustic processes in high-speed jets requires quantitative velocity, density and temperature measurements.
where I. is the intensity in the nth recorded interferogram, I.v8 is the average intensity, _ is the pattern contrast, {} is the phase difference between the two optical waves, 0a is an added phase, and (x, y)
indicates that the variable is defined at each pixel. The phase 6 is directly related to the gas density, and is therefore the quantity of interest. This phase can be calculated simply and robustly by setting n = 1,2,3,4,5 and 0a = nrd2 (I-Iariharan6); knowledge of Iavg and 11 is then not required provided they remain constant over the sequence of interferograms. 
11I. EXPERIMENT
The integrated line-of-sight density of a free jet was measured simultaneously with the LCPDI and a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 3 . The optical path unique to the Mach-Zehnder is shown as double-hatched lines, the optical path unique to the LCPDI is shown single-hatched, and the path common to both interferometers is shown crosshatched.
A frequency-doubled diode-pumped YAG laser operating at 532 nm was attenuated to 5mW by a neutral density filter (NDI) and directed by mirror MI to a beam expander (EXPND) which generated 
where JL is the laser wavelength, K is the Gladstone-Dale constant, L is the physical path length through the jet, and po is the no-flow density. For the data presented here, _.=532.0 nm, K=0.2270 cm3/g (Vest9), L=50 cm and P0 =1.205 kg/m 3. 
If the flow

m. EXPERIMENTAL UNCERTAINTY
The uncertaintyof the measureddensityis determined as follows.
Since the density itself is extracted in one &the three ways outlined above, only the uncertainty in the line-of-sight integrated density is calculated. Define the relative, integrated density Q as:
The (x,y) notation has been dropped for convenience.
It is readily seen from equation 2 that Q is proportional to _. and A_, and inversely proportional to K. The relative uncertainty in Q is therefore equal to:
-6-- In the rest of this section we will focus on the advantages of using the LCPDI technique to study such flows that produce a highly disturbed environment. Table I . Note that such linear shock-cell models are only expected to be accurate at low levels of underexpansion before the end of the first shock-cell turns into a Mach disk.
IV. RESULTS
Figure
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
A new, robust, phase-stepping, common-path intefferometer was used to measure the density distribution in a free jet. This intefferometer has superior vibration insensitivity compared to the 
Mach-Zehnder
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